
Math for Morning Time 

Fibonacci and the Golden Mean  
Ten Lessons 

Helpful Tips 
Morning Time is a great time to introduce fun concepts not necessarily covered in your math 

curriculum. In these lessons I have provided activities and resources for you to explore one of 

these fascinating math concepts, Fibonacci and the Golden Mean. I encourage you to ask 

questions, even ones you don’t know the answer to, as you enjoy math together. Remember 

that Morning Time is about relationships and conversation. Fibonacci is a great conversation 

starter! 

I would like to encourage you to begin a math journal if you don’t already have one. Any ol’ 

notebook will do. Choose a size, style, and color that fits you and your students. Then, simply 

begin to record interesting math tidbits. There is no wrong way to keep a math notebook. 

Needed Supplies 
• Many counters such as cereal, small candy, beads or raisins 

• Tempera paint 

• Paintbrushes  

• Large paper 

• Ruler 

• Compass 

Books 
Blockhead: The Life of Fibonacci by Joseph D'Agnese 

Rabbits Rabbits Everywhere: A Fibonacci Tale by Ann McCallum 

Mysterious Patterns: Finding Fractals in Nature by Sarah C. Campbell 

Swirl by Swirl: Spirals in Nature by Joyce Sidman  

Growing Patterns: Fibonacci Numbers in Nature by Sarah C. Campbell  
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Activity Related Picture Books

All About Fibonacci - Watch Fibonacci Draw My Life and/or 
The Story of Fibonacci. Read one or more books about 
Fibonacci. 

Blockhead: The Life of 
Fibonacci  

Owls 

Fibonacci Numbers - Watch Fibonacci Numbers and the 
Golden Ratio. Use counters, coins, cereal, or candy to 
count out the Fibonacci series. Look at your piles, discuss 
observations and make notes in your math journal if you 
have one. 

Rabbits Rabbits 
Everywhere: A Fibonacci 
Tale 

Fibonacci Numbers - Use pipe cleaners or string with pony 
beads to build a Fibonacci spiral. An example can be found 
here.

Fibonacci Numbers - Fibonacci numbers are found all 
throughout nature. Watch ViHart’s video. Try your hand at 
drawing a pinecone using her method. 

Mysterious Patterns: 
Finding Fractals in Nature

Fibonacci Numbers - Watch the second ViHart video. 
Collect pinecones, flowers, and other spirally plants ahead 
of time. Count the spirals for yourself. Do you find any that 
do not fit? 

Swirl by Swirl: Spirals in 
Nature

Fibonacci Numbers - Watch the third ViHart video. Look at 
some of the pictures on this site. Observe what is around 
you. Try to find Fibonacci numbers either in the examples 
given or in other places around your home. Record your 
findings either in your nature or math journal. Experiment 
with this activity to see why plants grow the way they do. 

Growing Patterns: 
Fibonacci Numbers in 
Nature 

Fibonacci Numbers - Merge Math and Art with painting. 

Fibonacci Numbers - Watch The magic of Fibonacci 
numbers. Practice drawing the squares of the Fibonacci 
sequence in your math notebooks, creating as big of a 
rectangle you can manage. Can you recreate the formula 
from the video? 

Fibonacci Numbers - Try your hand at using a compass to 
create golden ratio circles. Instructions here. 

Fibonacci Numbers - Read about the Golden ratio. 
Measure your arms, legs, fingers, and anything else  
you can think of as you search for the golden ratio on your 
body! Record your findings in your math notebook. 
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https://youtu.be/r7hyx8aAvOk
https://youtu.be/O56gSg_wpYQ?t=38s
https://youtu.be/CPTmRSYZupA
https://almostunschoolers.blogspot.com/2012/01/fibonacci-for-children-pony-beads-and.html
https://youtu.be/ahXIMUkSXX0
https://youtu.be/lOIP_Z_-0Hs
https://youtu.be/14-NdQwKz9w
https://insteading.com/blog/fibonacci-sequence-in-nature/
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/nature-golden-ratio-fibonacci.html
http://teachbesideme.com/mondrian-style-fibonacci-art/
https://youtu.be/SjSHVDfXHQ4
https://www.whatdowedoallday.com/fibonacci-art-project/
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/golden-ratio.html
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